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Formation mechanism of alumina nanotube array
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Abstract

Formation mechanism of alumina nanotubes and their array was analysed on the basis of voids in both anodic porou
membrane and the tube walls of alumina nanotubes. Circular, crack-like, and wheel-like voids were observed and c
to be responsible for the formation of aluminian nanotubes and their array. Based on microstructural observation of in
alumina nanotubes, the morphology of the tube wall filled with the voids was experimentally determined, which will
understand the formation mechanism of alumina nanotubes. Our observations and analyses give further informatio
organized mechanism of anodic porous alumina membrane.
 2003 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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Since the discovery of carbon nanotubes [1], wh
have various peculiar chemical and physical prop
ties as well as potential applications in modern n
odevices, many investigations have focused on pr
rations, properties, and applications of other nanotu
and their arrays [2–5]. Among these investigatio
the explorations of new fabrication methods have
come a subject of a large number of studies. For
ample, using porous silicon or porous alumina me
brane as a template, carbon nanotubes and the
rays may be formed by growing the carbon nanotu
in the pores of the template [6–8]. The pore order
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and diameter of the template determine the struct
of the fabricated nanotubes and arrays. However,
bon nanotubes fabricated with such a template are
ally packed each other and difficult to be separated
the recent work [3], we obtained individual alumi
nanotubes (ANTs) in terms of ordinary anodizati
of Si-based aluminum membrane. This investigat
is expected to open fascinating possibilities for f
ther chemical and physical explorations of nanostr
tures such as individual carbon nanotubes, nanow
cylindrical capacitors, and nanocables, which are u
ful in future nanodevices. However, the ANT arra
have not yet been obtained and the formation me
anism of the ANTs is still unclear. Therefore, furth
work is needed to address these issues.
hts reserved.
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In this Letter, we report the formation process
of the ANTs and their arrays by transmission el
tron microscope (TEM) observations on the alum
membranes. Two types of aluminum oxide membra
were obtained, which were called as porous and ba
types of alumina membranes [9,10], respectively.
this porous type of alumina membranes, we found
if additional anodization is carried out under a pu
voltage before the membrane will be detached fr
the Si mother skeleton, the combination and sep
tion of the ANTs can easily be controlled. In additio
we found that the voids in the membrane not only
pear at triple points between cell grains but also e
elsewhere such as in the tube walls of the ANTs.
analyzing the morphology of the tube walls, a mo
concerning evolution of the voids in the porous a
mina membrane was presented to describe this for
tion mechanism of the ANTs and their arrays.

Individual ANTs can be obtained on the basis
previous fabrication conditions [3]. In our current e
periments,p-type 〈100〉-oriented silicon wafers with
a resistivity of 5� cm were used. A layer of Al film
with a thickness of 440 nm and a purity of 99.99
was deposited onto the Si wafer by electron be
evaporation (we call it as Al/Si system). Anodizati
with a platinum plate as a cathode and the Al/Si s
tem as anode was carried out in 15 wt.% sulfuric a
under a constant dc voltage of 40 V. The tempe
ture of the electrolyte was set at room temperat
(about 27◦C). The anodization process can be co
trolled through the current-time curve. If the anodiz
tion was carried out until the anodic porous alum
membrane was detached from the silicon substrate
call this process after normal method. If the anodi
tion was stopped (turning off the current) at the m
ment when the silicon wafer just starts to be anodi
and the Al membrane has completely been anodi
and subsequent anodization was continued for a s
time (1 s) by pulse voltage (the maximum voltage
40 V) instead of dc voltage, we call this process
ter abnormal method. The abnormal method can
completely detach the anodic porous alumina me
brane from the silicon substrate. The normal meth
is a traditional method for fabricating the porous a
mina membrane. The abnormal method is further
odization of the porous alumina membrane unde
pulse voltage. After anodized with the normal or a
normal method, the porous alumina membranes w
Fig. 1. (a) Planar and (b) cross-sectional TEM images of the isol
ANT array.

immersed into a 5 wt.% phosphoric acid solution
several minutes and followed by TEM observations
a Hitachi H-800-NA microscope operated at 200 ke

The ANT array can be obtained by the abnorm
method. The ANTs are packed each other. Figs.
and (b) show the planar and cross-sectional T
images of the ANT array, respectively. From th
figure, we can estimate the mean outer and in
diameters of the isolated ANT to be about 40 a
20 nm. To reveal the formation process of the AN
array, we fabricated the sample anodized with
normal method and then immersed it into 5 wt
phosphoric acid solution for several minutes. A TE
image of the obtained porous alumina membran
shown in Fig. 2(a). The nanopore arrangemen
uniform and ordered. The mean diameter of nanop
is about 20 nm. With increasing the immersed tim
circular voids appear at triple points between c
grains, as shown in Fig. 2(b). In addition, crack-li
voids can also be observed in the porous alum
membrane (see the arrow). From the morphology
crack-like voids, we may infer that they arise fro
originally circular voids. Using the abnormal meth
and subsequent immersion into 5 wt.% phosph
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oric acid
normal
(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 2. Two TEM images of the porous alumina membrane formed with (a) normal method and then immersion into 5 wt.% phosph
solution for several minutes and (b) further prolonging the immersed time. Two TEM images of the ANT array formed with (c) ab
method and then immersion into 5 wt.% phosphoric acid solution for several minutes and (d) further prolonging the immersed time.
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acid solution for several minutes, we can obtain
ANT array, as shown in Fig. 2(c). It can be seen t
the voids have evolved from circular and crack-li
shapes to “cracks” around the isolated ANTs. It is
“cracks” that lead to the formation of the ANTs an
their array. With further prolonging the immersed tim
in the phosphoric acid solution, wheel-like voids c
be observed in the tube walls of the isolated ANTs (
Fig. 2(d)). These observations indicate that the vo
play an important role in the formation of the AN
array.

Shown in Fig. 3(a) is a TEM image of sing
ANT. We can see that the outer wall of the AN
is not smooth, displaying a large surface fluctuati
A row of voids exists in the tube walls (by the arrow
Obviously, the wheel-like voids, which are observ
in Fig. 2(d), are a top projection of this row o
voids in the tube wall. This image clearly displa
that the region between the inner and outer w
consists of the voids. In addition, we found that t
observed voids will enlarge or merge under elect
beam irradiation to form bigger voids along the tu
wall. This result implies that further dissolution
the hydrated oxide (e.g., Al(OH)3 or AlOOH) in the
tube wall takes place. This process cannot be
to lattice distortion of the alumina membrane cau
by electron beam irradiation. Obviously, if the tu
wall is a continuum without the voids, as proposed
the electric-assisted dissolution model [11], elect
beam irradiation should not lead to enlargement of
voids in the tube wall. In fact, this dissolution proce
gives many clues for seeking the growth mechanism
self-organized cell grains (one cell corresponds to
ANT). In the previous literature [12,13], some autho
have proposed that the voids are only located at tr
points between cell grains in the porous alum
membrane, because the low volume of metal per
interfacial area subtending the interface adjacent to
apex has a larger ability to accommodate vacan
than do regions removed from apex [13]. Althou
this model cannot completely explain our curre
experimental results, a slightly modified model co
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Fig. 3. (a) A TEM image of an individual ANT. The outer wall o
the ANT is not smooth and many voids can clearly be observe
the tube wall (by the allow). (b)–(e) A series of schematic diagra
for the formation and distribution of the voids during the formati
of the ANT array. Note that the relative dimensions are not to sc

be contrived, as shown in Fig. 3(b)–(e). When
void is detached from the apex of protrusion at
intersection of three cell grain boundaries (Fig. 3(b
three apexes are simultaneously formed. The th
apexes should be easier to accommodate vaca
than other regions at the interface between metal
the oxide. Therefore, new three voids will nucleate
the barrier layer and then grow due to the condensa
of cation and/or metal vacancies (Fig. 3(c)). Simi
process proceeds to form more apexes and thus m
voids nucleate and grow (Fig. 3(d)). This situati
lasts, similar to the case described by Macdonald [
Finally, we may obtain the distribution of the void
s

during the formation of the ANT array, as shown
Fig. 3(e). A sharp feature of this model is that w
thickening the alumina film, the voids begin grow
at the triple points and then are gradually full
whole grain boundaries. Therefore, the voids with
largest sizes are located at the triple points betw
cell grains. The voids with small sizes appear in
inner diameter of the cell grain. When a pulse volta
is applied to the porous alumina membrane,
tensile stress changed abruptly will split the junctio
between the voids and thus lead to the interla
cleavages of the cells. As a result, the ANTs and th
array are formed.

In conclusion, the formation mechanism of t
ANTs and their array has been discussed on the b
of evolution of the voids in the porous alumina me
brane. A modified model is presented to describe
formation process. We have disclosed that the vo
in the cell boundaries are responsible for growth
the cracks between alumina cells and thus forma
of the ANT array. The morphology of individual AN
observed is consistent with our analyses. The for
tion mechanism of ANT array and the morphology
individual ANTs give important information for self
organized mechanism of the porous alumina me
brane.
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